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In cities across West Germany, the growing presence of ethnic minorities in the course of the 1950s and 1960s represented a serious challenge to established local milieus recovering from the devastation caused by the National Socialist regime and the Second World War. As ideological conflict over the future course of the Federal Republic fostered conflict or cooperation between politicized immigrants and German activists, immigrant political movements also became embedded into distinct local and regional political cultures. Just as representatives of national movements and institutions had to balance the broader goals of their organizations with the particular interests of the milieus they belonged to, leading members of transnational immigrant organizations had to ensure that their wider campaigns did not undermine the position of their members on a local level. At their most effective, disciplined local immigrant networks connected with a strong transnational diaspora could often become an attractive partner for German political movements.
While the strength of these relationships depended on the political traditions of each German region, the particular social and geographic context of West Berlin meant that immigrant movements were in a position to gain significant influence. In particular, the growing divergence between the social structures of West Berlin and what Berliners called the West German 'mainland' fostered quite distinct forms of integration and exclusion. A city connected to the wider world through tenuous transport links that could be blocked at any moment by the GDR, this was an isolated environment in which ethnic minority immigrants came into more intensive contact with West German and East German groups and institutions than anywhere else in Germany. In the process, intensive day-to-day interaction between certain migrant and German milieus in parts of West Berlin drew some ethnic minority and German activists together into unified milieus, while in other cases it increased conflict between German movements and immigrant organizations.
These interactions between immigrant and 'ethnic majority' milieus unfolded in an environment in which the question of who was a migrant and who was not was deeply ambiguous. After 1945, West Berlin had to cope with an influx of expellees and East European émigrés along with refugees from the GDR. While the majority of these East German refugees quickly moved on to the Federal Republic, enough remained to gradually make up a significant proportion of the population of West Berlin. From the early 1960s onwards, West Germans began to grow in number as the lack of any form of military conscription attracted students and other young people who often sought to escape the more socially conservative environments of regions such as Württemberg, Lower Saxony or East-Westphalia (Kleff and Seidel 2008: 25-28) .
The guest workers and international students that arrived after the construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961 were therefore only part of a wider demographic transformation of the city, as new arrivals from different German regions as well as different countries established their own social networks in particular urban spaces. To a far greater extent than other German cities, by the late 1960s and early 1970s West Berlin was a place in which a large proportion of the German population was as new to this urban environment as immigrants, students and refugees from Europe and the wider world. Moreover, the massive number of civilian casualties during the Second World War along with the departure of many 'old' Berliners to the safety of the West German 'mainland' meant that established social networks were in a far weaker position than local milieus in cities like Hamburg or Munich. This process of depopulation was particularly acute in Wedding, Kreuzberg and other neighbourhoods adjacent to the Berlin Wall as many remaining Berliners moved closer towards the new commercial heart of West Berlin in the districts of Charlottenburg, Wilmersdorf and Schöneberg, where the postwar city government had invested heavily in major reconstruction
